
Our service pricing guides lay the foundation for accurate and 
consistent service quotes with MOTOR® integration

Product Description 

Auto/Mate’s Service Pricing Guide 
(SPG) is an integrated quoting tool that 
allows your advisors to quickly and 
accurately price Customer Pay repairs. 
This resource includes all franchises with 
year, make and models going back to 
1985, and gives your service department 
a competitive and consistent pricing 
structure for your customers.

How SPGs can help your dealership’s 
service department

 ■ Provide consistent pricing to your service customers

 ■ All  franchises dating back to 1985

 ■ List of OEM part numbers with accompanying 
illustrations

 ■ Easy and quick searches

Service pricing guides 
feature

“That’s not the price you gave 
me last time…”
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Auto/Mate’s Service Pricing Guide (SPG) is an integrated quoting tool that allows your 
advisors to quickly and accurately price Customer Pay repairs. This resource includes 
all franchises with year, make and models going back to 1985, and gives your service 
department a competitive and consistent pricing structure for your customers.
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Who doesn’t like happy customers?
Don’t just spit out a price to your service customers. 
Use SPGs as a reference to charge a fair and reasonable 
amount. You won’t want to lowball the customer and 
fall short of your profit mark, but you also don’t want to 
overcharge the customer and deter them from 
returning for needed services. SPGs take care of both 
of these fears.

Provide the same estimate to 
returning customers
A customer who had a broken A/C in their old vehicle 
now is back in for service. Don’t worry about trying to 
remember what you quoted that person the last time. 
With SPG’s ability to attach PDFs of the estimate to a 
customer record, you can be sure that consistency is 
always on point.

Access SPG within other Fixed Ops 
products
Need to multi-task in the service bay? You can easily 
pull up the SPG from the RO write-up screen, service 
estimates or dispatch screen. 
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